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Abstract 

An electrochemical smart contact lens (ESCL) capable of real-speed spatiotemporal electrochemical 

sensing across the surface of the eye is demonstrated. Four microelectrode arrays, each comprising 

33 gold microdiscs of 30 µm diameter, and a distributed common gold counter electrode, are 

integrated into a soft smart contact lens platform based on polyimide and thermoplastic 

polyurethane. Using a novel fast-switching chronoamperometric method, an electrochemical 

‘video’ of concentration variation in a model eye under flow conditions is produced, in which the 

introduction, progress, mixing and drainage of fluid of varying concentration can be observed. The 

device builds on previous work towards a platform suitable for clinical use and has proven to be 

robust under expected use conditions, with sensing performance remaining unchanged after 

thermoforming and repeated mechanical deformation. This work represents a significant step 

forward in ESCL design, and constitutes significant progress towards a technology with real clinical 

utility. 

1 Introduction 

Non-invasive medical devices such as smart contact lenses (SCLs) are set to revolutionise the way 

we approach medicine and healthcare. The ability to unobtrusively monitor health parameters while 

a patient goes about their day has a number of significant benefits, such as providing clinicians with 

more (and more useful) diagnostic information, saving time and hospital resources, and improving 
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patients’ quality of life. SCLs are a promising class of non-invasive medical device. An FDA-

approved SCL is already used to monitor intra-ocular pressure for glaucoma treatment.[1] There is 

high potential for new functionalities to be integrated into SCLs, and work towards active vision 

correction,[2,3] drug delivery,[4] display technology[5,6] and chemical sensing[6–8] is under way. 

Electrochemical smart contact lenses (ESCLs) may be used to monitor chemical markers found in 

the tear film, and are therefore of particular interest to the field of medical diagnostics [9,10]. Many 

biomarkers found in blood are well represented in the tear film,[11] including glucose,[12] 

lactate,[13] hormones such as cortisol, serotonin and dopamine,[14] and many others. An ESCL 

may therefore be an excellent candidate for non-invasive monitoring of various biomarkers 

traditionally measured in blood. Chemical measurement in the tear film is not only far less invasive 

than a blood test, but can be performed continuously and unobtrusively while a patient carries out 

normal day-to-day tasks. This allows us to see time-series trends in the biomarkers, which provides 

far more diagnostic information than intermittent ‘snapshot’ measurements. Continuous, 

unobtrusive monitoring is of great clinical importance for (e.g.) hormones such as cortisol, 

serotonin and dopamine,[14,15] and is currently almost impossible to perform outside of a hospital 

setting. In diagnosing and investigating conditions where psychological elements are currently 

better understood than physiological, such as depression,[16,17] chronic stress,[15,18] 

addiction,[19] PTSD[20] and more, unobtrusive continuous sensing of hormonal trends could allow 

unprecedented insight into the physiological processes underlying these disorders. 

However, despite significant effort in moving towards clinical applications, ESCL prototypes have 

not yet progressed past the research stage. Issues with materials (such as polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET),[7] which exhibits buckling behaviour after moulding)[21] have largely been addressed in 

other SCL research, with (e.g.) a state-of-the-art SCL platform utilising polyimide and 

thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) developed for active vision correction.[22] Polyimide is a 

biocompatible polymer,[23,24] and, due to its high glass transition temperature of 360 °C[25] and 

liquid-state processing, can form layers of a few microns in thickness which are subsequently 
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compatible with most cleanroom processes.[26] Due to these favourable properties and its 

flexibility and strength, polyimide has been increasingly commonly used in research towards 

flexible electronics intended for biomedical use.[27–30] TPU is also a biocompatible polymer,[31] 

and can be thermoformed at relatively low temperatures (< 150 °C) to create moulded 

hemispherical devices which exhibit no buckling behaviour.[22] Adapting this platform to ESCL 

designs will improve the mechanical and physical properties of the device significantly. Other 

materials (such as PDMS [32,33]) have been demonstrated for SCL design at the prototype stage, 

though a robust microfabrication pathway fulfilling all the design criteria of an ESCL has not been 

developed using alternative materials at this stage. However, this is not the only issue facing ESCL 

design. 

Reported prototypes have so far focussed primarily on glucose monitoring for diabetes 

management,[6,7] with one lens also investigating lactate,[8] but concerns about the measurement 

fidelity and time delay from blood glucose to tear glucose have presented significant problems in 

the route to clinical use.[12,34,35] Generally, these prototypes have all made the gross 

oversimplification of treating the tear film akin to a bulk fluid, but the reality is that the tear film is 

a complex fluid environment. Tear fluid enters the eye from the lachrymal ducts, progresses across 

the surface of the cornea under influence of fluid effects, blinking and gravity, and drains into the 

nasal-lachrymal duct via the lachrymal puncta.[36,37] In addition, evaporation, atmospheric 

humidity, ‘reflex’ or ‘emotional’ tears, and even exposure to rain can affect concentration levels in 

the eye in ways that are uncorrelated to the base variation of concentration in blood. It is therefore 

insufficient to measure concentration in some part of the tear film (most likely the indeterminately 

mixed region of the lachrymal lake), and expect enough fidelity in the measurement to reliably 

reconstruct concentration levels in blood. We must seek more information about the introduction, 

mixing and drainage of the lachrymal fluid if we are to achieve a desired level of confidence in the 

electrochemical measurements we make there, and therefore reach useful diagnostic conclusions. In 
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short, we must track the spatiotemporal concentration of biomarkers across the surface of the 

cornea. 

Previous ESCL designs have generally used macroelectrodes;[7,8] however, micro- and 

nanoelectrodes exhibit enhanced sensing properties when compared to macroelectrodes, such as 

increased sensitivity, improved mass transport and faster response times,[38,39] attributes which are 

of particular utility when sensing in the tear film (i.e. a dilute, low-volume media) and when 

performing high-speed measurements (such as those used in our fast-switching chronoamperometric 

method).[40] Using microelectrodes also greatly improves the form factor of the ESCL, and reduces 

power requirements, since they draw less current than macroelectrodes. Because of their smaller 

size, many microelectrodes may be placed on one ESCL, for spatiotemporal sensing, multimodal 

analysis (i.e. functionalising for various different biomarkers on the same device), or both. To 

achieve a higher signal-to-noise ratio without sacrificing the enhanced sensing properties of single 

microelectrodes, connected arrays of microelectrodes may be used. 

In this work we present a next-generation ESCL with four individually addressable microelectrode 

arrays distributed in the four quadrants of the lens, and demonstrate our fast-switching 

chronoamperometric technique, which allows real-speed spatiotemporal sensing of concentration 

variation across the surface of the eye. We demonstrate this functionality in an eye model, with 

fluid flow mimicking that found in the eye, and observe real-speed spatiotemporal electrochemical 

measurement of this concentration flow. This device represents a step forward in how we approach 

electrochemical measurement in smart contact lenses, and paves the way for a new generation of 

devices on the path to clinical use.  

2 Materials and Methods 

Device Fabrication 
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of fabrication steps: (a) Polyimide and TiW/Au layers on a 

glass wafer; (b) S1818 resist patterned to define metal layers; (c) metal layers defined by wet 

etching and stripping of photoresist; (d) polyimide layer spin-coated over metal layers; (e) thick 

photoresist (AZ4562) patterned to define contact pads and electrode sites; (f) after reactive ion etch 

and stripping of photoresist, a picosecond laser is used to cut out the device; (g) device released 

from glass wafer; (h) pre-patterned thermoplastic polyurethane bonded on either side of the device, 

and device cut to shape using a picosecond laser; (i) device thermoformed to a spherical cap shape 

and added to hydrogel contact lens. 

The device fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 1 and described below. A layer of polyimide 

(5.5 μm) was spin-coated onto a cleaned glass wafer, dried on a hot plate and cured in a nitrogen 

oven. Metal layers of TiW (50 nm, adhesion layer) and Au (100 nm) were deposited by sputtering. 

These metal layers were patterned with photolithography (S1818 photoresist) and wet etching. A 

second layer of polyimide was added as described above. Thick photoresist (AZ4562, target 

thickness 10 μm) was used as a hard mask to define contact pads and electrode sites, and reactive 

ion etching (45 min, 22 sccm O2, 5 sccm N2, 350 mTorr, 75 W; or using previously described 
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parameters in)[40] was used to etch the top layer of polyimide through to the gold layer. The 

photoresist was stripped and the devices cut out using a picosecond laser (355 nm, 12 ps, 50 kHz, 

320 mW). The devices were then released from the glass wafer using thermal release tape. 

Thermoplastic polyurethane was pre-patterned with the picosecond laser (355 nm, 12 ps, 50 kHz, 

400 mW, 10 passes at 40 mm s-1), creating vias at the electrode sites and contact pads. These pre-

patterned sheets were bonded to either side of the devices with a custom two-step method using a 

wafer bonder. The encapsulated devices were once again cut out using the picosecond laser (same 

parameters as previous step) and moulded into a hemispherical cap shape with thermoforming. 

Electrochemistry 

Ferrocenemethanol (Aldrich, 97% purity) was prepared in various concentrations in 0.1 M 

potassium chloride (Aldrich, 99% purity) with deionised water. All devices were electrochemically 

cleaned in H2SO4 with 5 cycles of cyclic voltammetry (0 V – 1.6 V – 0 V). Electrochemical 

experiments were carried out in a Faraday cage using an Autolab PGSTAT128N potentiostat, using 

the on-device gold counter electrode and an external Ag/AgCl counter electrode (BASi, USA). 

Control and data acquisition was performed using Nova 2.0.1.  

During spatiotemporal sensing a 74HC4051 8-channel analog multiplexer, driven by a 

microcontroller (Arduino Nano)[41], was used to rapidly switch in sequence through the eight 

working electrodes. Data processing was carried out using algorithms written in the python 

programming language. 

Eye Model 

An eye model (see Appendix D) was constructed using Newplast (modelling clay), silicone tubing 

and a polymer (polyoxymethylene) sphere. While a real eyeball has an overall radius of around 12 

mm, contact lenses usually have radius of curvature closer to 9 mm to account for the shape of the 

cornea; thus, a sphere radius of 9 mm was chosen. Fluid was added via the fluid input tube 
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(placement chosen to mimic the location of the lachrymal ducts), and drained through or over the 

fluid output tube (placement chosen to mimic the location of the lachrymal puncta). Fluid contact at 

the electrode surfaces, and between the three active electrodes (counter, reference, and the active 

working electrode) is required for electrochemical sensing; without this, the characteristic 

chronoamperometric sub-signal would not be observed. To ensure fluid contact during the eye 

model experiment, the surface of the model eye was irrigated, followed by placement of the pre-

wetted SCL, followed by another surface irrigation, both topically and through the fluid input tube. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Device Design 

 

Figure 2. Images of the ESCL device. (a) Photograph of the ESCL device illustrating placement on 

a contact lens; (b) photograph of the ESCL undergoing mechanical deformation using tweezers. (c) 

Photograph of an unmoulded ESCL, illustrating material regions. Working electrodes 1-4 are 

indicated by W1-4; (d) photo micrograph of working electrode 3 (W3). 
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This ESCL (Figure 2 a) consists of a core device – comprising a layer of gold (100 nm in thickness, 

with a 50 nm titanium-tungsten adhesion layer), sandwiched between two layers of polyimide, each 

5.5 μm in thickness – which is encapsulated in two layers of TPU, and moulded to a spherical cap 

shape (radius of curvature 9 mm). The device is flexible and robust to folding (Figure 2 b), 

returning to its original shape after repeated mechanical deformation.  

Previous work has shown that serpentine connections may reduce buckling behaviour in the 

substrate after thermoforming;[22,42] however, since these were only necessary in the radial 

direction, we restricted our design area to a narrow ring in the circumferential direction of the lens. 

Previous work also highlighted the necessity of reducing parasitic capacitance, inductance and 

resistance in an ESCL device;[40] using non-meandering connections to the electrode sites, we 

were able to significantly reduce these effects. Straight connections were also more spatially 

efficient, and therefore reduced the physical footprint of the device – this reduction is likely to 

improve comfort during normal use. 

In practice, oxygen permeability is a key factor in contact lens comfort and safety. Modern contact 

lens materials are highly oxygen permeable,[43] and, unlike many reported ESCL prototypes, the 

ring-shaped design of this ESCL leaves the majority of the lens area free from non-oxygen-

permeable materials, allowing sufficient oxygen transfer to the eye for safe extended use. 

The ESCL consists of a set of four individually addressable microelectrode arrays, with one placed 

in each quadrant of the device (Figure 2 c). Each is situated next to one of four counter electrodes 

(Figure 2 d), which share a single electrical connection. Each microelectrode array comprises 33 

microdisc electrodes of 30 μm diameter, spaced at 30 μm in the planar orthogonal directions, in an 

offset grid of a custom shape (Figure 2 d). The shape of the microelectrode arrays was chosen to 

optimise spatial efficiency and reduce deviation from the design area. 

The close proximity of the microdisc electrodes within each array is such that, at longer time scales 

of continuous current flow, the individual diffusion fields overlap and reduce the sensing 
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performance of the system (i.e. the sensor would subsequently perform akin to a larger electrode 

comprising the entire area of the array). An estimate of this time scale can be made using Fick’s 

law, with overlap time tov occurring at approximately 

𝑡𝑜𝑣 =
𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓

2

2𝐷
 ,           (1) 

Where Ldiff is the characteristic size of the diffusion field and D is the diffusion coefficient of the 

redox species (here we use ferrocenemethanol, with a value of D = 5×10-10 m2 s-1.[44] For a 

physiological comparison, cortisol has a diffusion coefficient of Dcortisol ≈ 2.9×10-10 m2 s-1).[45] 

Using Ldiff = 15 μm, we find tov ≈ 225 ms. Our sensing technique uses fast-switching 

chronoamperometry which operates for less than 50 ms at a time. Thus, the microdisc spacing is 

sufficient to achieve microelectrode-like sensing characteristics during intended use. 

In this study we used a ZIF connector to interface the device; placement of a thinned silicon chip 

has been described in previous work,[22,46,47] and this ESCL is intended to function wirelessly, 

once sensing protocols have been established. Using an antenna to harvest power inductively,[46] 

power transfer of greater than 100 µW has been demonstrated,[5] and new flexible battery 

technologies developed for smart contact lenses also lead to stringent power requirements.[48] 

Thus, a balance was required in designing the microelectrode arrays: increased current reduces the 

required sensitivity of the potentiostat system, and can lead to a more robust and compact chip 

design, and increase the signal to noise ratio. However, higher current leads to increased power 

requirements. Using previous work as a guide,[40] we calculated that the fast-switching 

chronoamperometry sensing protocol draws an average of approximately 1 µA, including parasitic 

circuit effects. At 0.4 V, this leads to an estimated power consumption of approx. 13.5 µW with 33 

arrayed microdisc electrodes – that is, similar to the power transfer to the active element 

demonstrated by Pandey et al.[5] However, our design for the ESCL device significantly reduced 

these parasitic effects, and in fast-switching chronoamperometry the microelectrode arrays draw 
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only approx. 40 nW (Section 3.3). Therefore, this system falls very comfortably within the power 

requirements of current SCL platforms. 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of fluid flow in the eye. (a) Illustration of the anatomy of the eye, and the 

placement of the ESCL on the corneal surface. The arrow indicates overall flow of tear film from 

source to drain. Some parts of this figure reproduced from Gray's Anatomy, Plate 896; (b) 

schematic illustration of a three-compartment model of lachrymal fluid introduction, progress and 

drainage. 

The placement of the electrodes in each of the four quadrants of the ESCL was chosen to 

investigate the flow of chemical markers across the cornea, with reference to the position of the tear 

film source (the lachrymal ducts) and drain (the lachrymal puncta) (Figure 3 a). With spatially 

distributed sensing, more information about the introduction, progress and drainage of chemical 

markers in the lachrymal fluid may be gathered. For example, W1 might measure an increased 

concentration in new lachrymal fluid as it enters the eye; W4 and W2 provide information on the 

bulk tear fluid (i.e. within the lachrymal lake); and W3 provides information on the concentration at 

the point of drainage. Using these data and an appropriate three-compartment model, as shown 

schematically in Figure 3 b, an estimation can be made of the current concentration level in the 

lachrymal glands, giving the earliest possible indication of changes of the concentration in the rest 
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of the body (particularly in blood). Earlier ESCL prototypes have struggled to measure markers 

(such as glucose) with sufficient fidelity and speed to make useful estimations of current blood 

glucose levels;[12] using this spatiotemporal method, we may be able to improve measurement 

fidelity sufficiently to make accurate diagnostic conclusions, and even early-warning health 

monitoring systems, using an ESCL.  

 

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrograph of a working electrode site. 

Previous ESCL designs have not explicitly reported the question of efficient tear film contact with 

the electrochemical sensors, generally assuming instead a bulk fluid scenario. However, integration 

of a device such as this into a contact lens likely entails encapsulation in hydrogel or a similar 

material. In addition, it is currently unclear whether the best position for the sensors is out- or in-

facing. The current model of the tear film describes a bi-layer structure, with a thin superficial lipid 
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layer and an aqueous/mucin gel layer with decreasing mucin content from the corneal surface to the 

lipid layer,[36] and it is not currently understood exactly how the addition of a contact lens affects 

this structure. It is possible that different analytes may variously be better represented on either the 

out- or in-facing side of the lens, depending on their representation in each fluid environment (i.e. 

aqueous, mucosal or lipid), and therefore two classes of ESCL or a combined lens may be 

necessary. Corneal irritation must be considered in the in-facing case. In this ESCL, the sensing 

sites are recessed 100 µm into the TPU surface (Figure 4), which is greater than the estimated 

depth of the tear film (40 µm),[49] and it is not yet known whether this architecture would cause 

irritation or discomfort if placed in direct contact with the ocular surface. In this study we moulded 

both in- and out-facing lenses, and observed no difference in performance. The out-facing lenses 

were estimated to be more suited to the ocular environment, and this architecture is also less likely 

to cause irritation in the eye. However, in-facing sensors may experience less interference from 

environmental effects such as rain and humidity. A more in-depth investigation into this question 

may be useful on the route to clinical use, though it is outside the scope of this particular work. 

Partial and full hydrogel encapsulations are both possible. For a partial encapsulation, the active 

side of the ESCL may be left exposed to allow for tear film contact; for a full encapsulation, analyte 

diffusion through the hydrogel may be sufficient for electrochemical sensing, or active 

functionalised hydrogels may be used to avoid the need to rely on diffusion.[50] Direct windows to 

the sensing sites may be created in the hydrogel, akin to those in the TPU top layer (Figure 4). 

Alternatively, channels could be etched into the hydrogel to provide flow access to the sensors, 

perhaps with a passive blink-mediated pumping system to improve fluid transport (similar to 

musculovenous pumping).[51] However, irritation might occur at the window or channel sites, and 

biofouling could result in significant flow problems. 

Functionalisation of the electrode sites may be performed in bulk, or with more precision using 

inkjet printing methods. Future ESCL designs could include additional sets of microelectrode arrays 
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in each quadrant, which may be functionalised differently to measure a number of different analytes 

in the same lens. Differential or multimodal use may improve diagnoses, measurement fidelity, and 

cost efficiency of a device. In this design an external reference electrode was used, but on-board 

reference electrodes have been demonstrated for ESCL designs,[52] and, since they are used in 

common with each electrode, would not increase design footprint significantly.  

3.2 Electrochemical Characterisation 

 

Figure 5. Electrochemical characterisation of the microelectrode arrays. (a) Cyclic voltammograms 

of each working electrode in a single lens; (b) cyclic voltammograms taken before and after 

moulding; (c) cyclic voltammograms taken before and after repeated mechanical deformation; (d) 

current response to a range of concentrations of FeMeOH. 

Electrochemical characterisation was carried out using standard cyclic voltammetry (0 V – 0.5 V – 

0 V, at 0.1 V s-1), in 0.5 mM ferrocenemethanol (FeMeOH) – a redox reporter which exhibits well-
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characterised electrochemical behaviour at bare metal electrodes, and is often used to investigate 

electrochemical systems. The microelectrodes showed expected sensing characteristics in these 

experiments; however, it is worth noting that these arrays were designed for high-speed sensing 

protocols (Section 3.1), and therefore diffusion field overlap may result in reduced sensitivity 

during these standard tests. 

Variation in current response between the different electrode sites was observed (Figure 5 a). In 

previous work, the effect of surface roughness was quantified and discussed,[40] and the intra-lens 

variation here is likely due in part to a non-uniform reactive ion etch profile during fabrication 

(faster etch speeds were observed at the periphery of the wafers than at the centre), which resulted 

in higher surface roughness in some electrodes. In addition, misalignment of the TPU windows 

caused physical fouling of the electrode surfaces during the last laser excision stage in some 

electrode sites, and to varying degrees between electrode sites, which may also account for the 

observed variation (see Appendix A). This variation is corrected for during normalisation in the 

high-speed chronoamperometric sensing protocol. 

Sensing performance before and after thermoforming was investigated, and no difference was found 

between the two states (Figure 5 b). Similarly, sensing performance was unchanged after repeated 

mechanical deformations (Figure 5 c; ten full folds of the lens, as illustrated in Figure 2 b). The 

position of the metal layer in the neutral mechanical plane reduces stress during mechanical 

deformation to a minimum and avoids cracking or damage to the wire tracks. 

Comparison of these results to an established theoretical model of microdisc electrodes was carried 

out using the Saito equation (equation (2)),[53] which calculates limiting current under steady-state 

conditions: 

𝑖𝐿  =  4𝑛𝐹𝐷𝑐0𝑟          (2) 
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Where n is the number of electrons transferred in the reaction, F is the Faraday constant, D is the 

diffusion coefficient of the redox species (FeMeOH), c0 is the concentration, and r is the radius of 

the microdisc. We used values of D = 5×10-10 m2 s-1,[44] and c0 = 0.5 mol m-3. In addition, 

theoretical models suggest that the recession of a microdisc electrode of radius 15 µm into the 

polyimide by 5.5 µm will result in a reduction in current drawn by 32%;[54] this correction is 

included our analysis. A mean limiting current from the four electrodes was found to be 3.01×10-8 

A, which in this model yields a microdisc radius of 13.8 µm (for an array of 33 microdiscs). This is 

slightly smaller than the true size, a reduction which may result from physical fouling of some of 

the electrode surfaces by TPU during the last laser excision stage (see Appendix A). 

Cyclic voltammetry was also used to investigate linearity of the current response to a range of 

concentrations of FeMeOH, from 10 to 500 µM, and a ‘blank’ measurement of KCl (0.1M) (Figure 

5 d). As seen in previous work,[40] a linear current response was observed, with R2 > 0.99, 

indicating a high confidence in the linear fit. Limit of detection (LOD) was calculated following the 

IUPAC convention:[55] 

𝑥𝐿 =  �̅�𝑏𝑙 + 𝑘𝑠𝑏𝑙          (3) 

where xL is the smallest current that can be reliably detected, �̅�𝑏𝑙 and sbl are the mean and standard 

deviation respectively of the blank (KCl) measurement, and k is a numerical factor (we used k = 3 

to ensure a confidence level of > 99%). The LOD is obtained by substituting x = xL into the 

calibration function (Figure 5 d), yielding the lowest detectable concentration at this confidence 

level. Despite the close proximity of the microdiscs in the array (Section 3.1), we calculated a LOD 

of 7.8 µM. This is a twofold improvement on previous results,[40] most likely due to the increased 

signal (and therefore higher signal-to-noise ratio) of the microelectrode array. 
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3.3 Spatiotemporal Electrochemical Sensing 

 

Figure 6. Illustration of the signal processing method. (a) Raw signal from fast-switching 

chronoamperometry in high concentration (‘FeMeOH’), zero concentration (‘KCl’) and varying 
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concentration (‘KCl + FeMeOH’). Extraction of a single data point from each chronoamperometric 

sub-measurement is denoted by crosses; (b) calibration procedure using the extracted data points 

from (a), in which varying concentration measurements are compared with temporally-aligned high 

and zero measurements; (c) calibrated concentration data for each working electrode during a full 

10 s experiment with varying concentration in a beaker. Two injections of FeMeOH into an initial 

volume of KCl are indicated. Inset: visual representation of the concentration at each working 

electrode, with concentration values represented by red colour shading (see Video 1). 

Spatiotemporal electrochemical sensing was performed using an updated version of our fast-

switching chronoamperometric method.[40] An analogue multiplexer driven by a microcontroller 

(Arduino Nano)[41] was used to address the working electrodes one-by-one in a cyclic sequence. 

Working electrode 1 (W1) was addressed for 60 ms, while W2-4 were addressed for 50 ms; this 

variation was used to tag W1 for easier signal separation. The sequence resulted in a frame rate of 

approximately 19 Hz (i.e. 19 electrodes per second). A potentiostat performed a 

chronoamperometric measurement (10 s, 0.4 V, 200 Hz sample rate) while the switching cycle 

repeated (see Appendix B for schematic representation of the circuit). In combination this produced 

a signal effectively consisting of a repeating four-step sequence of 50 ms (or 60 ms) 

chronoamperometric measurements (Figure 6 a). The 30-45 ms period within each measurement 

was isolated and, taking the arithmetic mean of the data within this period, a single current value 

was calculated at that time point (Figure 6 a). The time period was chosen to avoid non-Faradaic 

signal at the beginning of the chronoamperometric measurement and any switching noise at the end. 

For each experiment, a full (10 s) measurement was performed in 0.1 M KCl (a zero concentration 

measurement) and 0.5 mM FeMeOH (a high concentration measurement), before spatiotemporally-

varying concentration profiles were investigated. Having established the linearity of the current-

concentration relationship (for this range) in Section 3.2, these measurements were used to calibrate 

each electrode at each time point, as shown schematically in (Figure 6 b). Since each electrode was 

updated every four frames, linear interpolation was used to avoid a rolling refresh effect. 
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Compared to previous work,[40] the quality of the chronoamperometric signal (Figure 6 a) has been 

greatly improved, both in terms of signal-to-noise ratio, and reduction in variation between the 

different working electrodes. This is due to the use of microelectrode arrays, which increase the 

signal without sacrificing the enhanced sensing properties of microelectrodes, and the reduction of 

parasitic capacitance, inductance and resistance in the device (Section 3.1). 

Conformal fluid contact at the electrode sites is essential for this sensing protocol. In our 

experiment it was possible to ensure fluid contact by preparing the model eye prior to measurement 

(Section 2), and to manually check the data after measurement to confirm that there was no loss of 

the characteristic chronoamperometric sub-signal. However, it is worth noting that in a clinical 

setting loss of fluid contact is a likely to occur occasionally, and data processing algorithms should 

be designed with this contingency in mind, i.e. with the ability to detect loss of the 

chronoamperometric sub-signal and to discard or flag that particular measurement. 

The result of this signal processing method is shown in (Figure 6 c), in which time-varying 

concentration data are shown for each working electrode during a beaker experiment. In this 

experiment, measurements were first performed in a beaker of KCl (0.1 M) and FeMeOH (0.5 mM) 

to produce calibration data as described above. Next, two 1 ml injections of FeMeOH (0.5 mM) 

were added to a beaker KCl (0.1 M, initial volume ~ 5 ml) during a 10 s measurement period. The 

effects of each injection are clearly visible in the plot, and the distribution of concentration across 

the device shows some spatial inhomogeneity resulting from the position of the ESCL in the beaker 

and the location of the pipette tip. At the moment of injection, the concentrations measured at each 

electrode are somewhat volatile (e.g. t = 7 to 8 s), reflecting agitation and bulk movement in the two 

miscible fluids. As time progresses subsequent to each injection, mixing effects begin to reduce the 

disparity in concentration between each working electrode (e.g. t = 9 to 10 s). 
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Figure 7. Concentration data for each working electrode during droplet and eye model experiments. 

(a) Concentration data for each working electrode during a 10 s droplet experiment, in which 

FeMeOH was pipetted into an initial droplet of KCl. Inset: visual representation of the 

concentration at each working electrode, with concentration values represented by red colour 

shading (see Video 2); (b) concentration data for each working electrode during a 10 s eye model 

experiment, in which FeMeOH was introduced to the fluid input of the eye model after previous 

irrigation with KCl. Inset: visual representation of the concentration at each working electrode, with 

concentration values represented by red colour shading (see Video 3). 

To investigate the ESCL in environments more representative of the ocular surface, two more 

experiments were designed. Both experiments were performed multiple times, with representative 

results shown in Figure 7. In the first, the device was placed on top of a droplet of KCl for a zero 
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concentration calibration measurement, then FeMeOH for a high concentration calibration 

measurement, with electrodes facing down. After calibration, a time- and space-varying 

concentration was created by slowly injecting FeMeOH (~ 0.5 ml) into an initial droplet of KCl (~ 

0.5 ml) at the W1 and W4 side of the ESCL (Figure 7 a). By injecting the FeMeOH slowly, bulk 

mixing was kept to a minimum, and very little increase in concentration was observed at W2 and 

W3, while W1 and W4 measured large changes in concentration. Flow of the droplet away from the 

ESCL towards the lower left direction during this experiment drew residual KCl into the W1 region, 

which resulted in a transient reduction in concentration from t = 6 to 8 s. As injection continued, 

both W1 and W4 measured an increasing concentration, with diffusive effects beginning to reach 

W3 by the end of the measurement period (t = 9 to 10 s). 

In the second experiment, measurements were carried out on a model eye, built to mimic some 

aspects of the flow of tear film in the eye (Section 2). While blinking effects and viscosity play key 

roles in the flow of the lachrymal fluid in a real eye, this experiment was designed as a proof of 

principle, to show that (a) spatial variation in concentration can be measured in a flow environment 

at a high rate of change, and (b) the ESCL can work effectively on the curved surface of a structure 

similar to the eye. Since little is known about the flow of tear film in the eye when a contact lens is 

worn, there may be diminishing returns in creating more ‘accurate’ eye models; a more informative 

next step would be to work in an animal or human model. 

FeMeOH was injected through the fluid input tube, located in a position analogous to the lachrymal 

ducts (Figure 7 b, see Figure 3 a). The flow of liquid was observed first at W1, then W4, at which 

point the fluid ran along the lower eyelid section of the model to the fluid output tube, located in a 

position analogous to the lachrymal puncta. Fluid was occasionally observed around the W3 region, 

although without blinking effects the transport of fluid to W2 and W3 was very limited. The eye 

model was irrigated with KCl before the input of FeMeOH; calibration from the droplet experiment 

was used to ensure a good fluid connection during those procedures. 
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The data measured from the four working electrodes shows evidence of all empirically observed 

fluid flow effects. W1 quickly measured a concentration change (t = 2 s), and after an initially steep 

increase, continued to increase more slowly as residual KCl was flushed out (t = 7 to 10 s). W4 

measured an increase in FeMeOH concentration after an additional delay (t = 2.5 s), and, since the 

fluid was flowing over a larger area after the initial injection point when compared to W1, measured 

a slower increase in local concentration (t = 3 to 5 s). W2 and W3 measured a slight increase in 

concentration on occasion, when fluid happened to flow away from the ordinary path (e.g. t = 6.5 

s). Slightly elevated concentrations were observed in the eye model experiment; this effect is due to 

fluid flow speed and diffusion region disruption, and is negligible in physiological flow conditions 

(see Appendix C for a more in-depth discussion). 

 

Video 1. Electrochemical video in which a colour map representation of FeMeOH concentration is 

used to visualise spatiotemporal concentration variation during the beaker experiment. 
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Video 2. Electrochemical video in which a colour map representation of FeMeOH concentration is 

used to visualise spatiotemporal concentration variation during the droplet experiment. 

 

Video 3. Electrochemical video in which a colour map representation of FeMeOH concentration is 

used to visualise spatiotemporal concentration variation during the eye model experiment. 

A spatiotemporal electrochemical measurement is intuitively visualised by an electrochemical 

‘video’. For each experiment, the data were rescaled between 0 and 1, and used to create a colour 

map, in which FeMeOH concentration was represented by the colour scale. These can be viewed in 

real time in Videos 1-3. These electrochemical ‘videos’ illustrate the various fluid effects discussed 

above.  

4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated an ESCL with spatially distributed microelectrode arrays, capable of 

producing a real-speed electrochemical ‘video’ of spatiotemporal concentration variation across the 

surface of the cornea. This device represents a significant improvement on the utility of 

electrochemical measurements made in the eye, and progresses towards a new class of ESCL, able 

to produce sufficient data about biomarkers in the lachrymal fluid to help make useful diagnostic 

conclusions. 

The design of the device builds on an existing SCL platform, which uses flexible biocompatible 

materials and standard cleanroom processes. Fabrication with polyimide and TPU achieved a 
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moulded SCL without any buckling, and the position of the gold traces in the neutral mechanical 

plane protected circuitry from damage during mechanical deformation. The platform offers a clear 

route to clinical use, and the design of the system is fully compatible with established integration 

technology such as chip integration and wireless power architecture. 

The sensors performed well in electrochemical characterisation, with significant improvements on 

previous flexible microelectrodes in terms of sensitivity, power requirement and signal-to-noise 

ratio.[40] In spatiotemporal experiments, an updated version of the fast-switching 

chronoamperometric method produced video-rate electrochemical data from each electrode, in 

which a number of fluid effects could be observed. In an eye model, the device successfully tracked 

the flow of a high concentration fluid as it progressed across the ocular surface. Use of a single 

potentiostat with an analogue multiplexer allows for multiple electrodes to be integrated into one 

device without significantly increasing the footprint of the system. 

In future, this device may be used to investigate real examples of tear flow across the cornea in an 

animal or human model. Integration of processing functionality could produce real-time 

electrochemical videos of the lachrymal fluid, and functionalisation of the microelectrode arrays 

may be carried out to select for various different biomarkers, such as glucose, lactate, cortisol or 

more. Future designs could also integrate additional electrode sites in each quadrant of the lens, 

functionalised differently to perform a suite of chemical measurements in the tear film. Using a 

wireless device operating continuously, and measuring multiple chemical markers concurrently, a 

new class of continuous, unobtrusive sensing system is within sight. 
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